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Evidence Based Investing
Direct Participation Real Estate: Growth, Income, and Wealth Preservation

The popular media aim to influence our investing decisions. They broadcast a virtual financial circus underwritten by sales-driven 
investment and insurance companies. Hype, exaggerations, contradictions, and conflicts of interest leave investors the task of 
distinguishing noise from substance. The media’s pitch concerns paper assets like stocks, bonds, REITs, and mutual funds. 

Although discerning investors can use heavily marketed paper assets to help serve their interests, physical real estate presents a 
responsible alternative. In thier search for better investments, more and more people are turning to real estate. In fact, it has become 
so compelling we now refer to it as a Modern Traditional Investment. Direct Participation Real Estate (DPRE) offers an asset class with 
income, growth, and wealth preservation potential for many accredited investors. 

Because DPRE does not get the media exposure of paper assets, we believe thoughtful and purposeful investors need to hear the DPRE 
story. We start the story with trends and economic factors. These are the facts that bear on sound investment decisions. From there, 
our story introduces DPRE’s unique characteristics. When it’s all over, you’ll see how DPRE is not merely a faceless source of cash flows. 
Rather, it is a living, responsible participant in a local community of families, neighbors, residents, consumers, and workers.

Trends and economic factors can help investors identify
investment opportunities. Minnesota and the nation are experiencing

a confluence of trends with positive DPRE results.

Trends With Benefits™ 
Senior Demographics 
Minnesota state demographers estimated age 65+ residents represented 16% of the state population in 2018, a two-percentage point 
increase from the 2013 estimate. Demographers project the senior population will peak in 2036 at 21.7%. Even into the second half 
of the 21st Century, demographers project seniors will continue to represent more than one in five Minnesota residents. i   Satisfying 
demand for senior housing will present a lasting challenge even as the next unborn generation reaches adulthood.  

According to a paper published by the Minnesota Housing Finance Agency, ii it projects senior population growth on the perimeter of 
the Twin Cities to exceed growth in most other parts of the state. We believe senior housing demand can be served best in suburban 
and near suburban areas. 
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Healthcare and Socialization Among Seniors
Many seniors feel isolation or need healthcare and assistance in daily living. Multifamily housing and properties designed for people 
to gather and receive services can offer relatively affordable housing. Here are trends we expect to affect seniors and their housing 
decisions:

• Healthcare costs represent about 14% of all spending in Minnesota. Because that is an average  across all age groups, we believe 
seniors devote even more of their income to healthcare. Healthcare cost increases place an even greater burden on seniors 
because increases:

o usually exceed broader inflation rates; and
o were twice the income growth rate for the 20-year period ending in 2016. 

Healthcare cost growth is remarkably unresponsive to efforts by governments to slow increases. iii

• Among the nine counties in the Twin Cities area, the highest poverty rates are in Hennepin and Ramsey Counties. iv We believe 
greater growth opportunities lie in surrounding counties. 

General Economic Trends in the U.S. and Minnesota

For the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area, the latest Bureau of Economic Analysis report indicates nominal GDP growth at 3.9%.v 
Even though this nominal rate slightly lags the U.S. average, it is sustainable and falls near rates observed in recent years. Minnesota’s 
per capita GDP rate is a full 4% ahead of the national average.vi

In recent years, Minnesota wage growth has exceeded U.S. wage growth. vii

The U.S. and local economies continue showing evidence of robust growth. We believe this data sheds a favorable light on DPRE 
investment potential. At the same time, multifamily property values have been less sensitive to economic contractions than many 
paper investments or single family homes.

Housing Demand & Supply

The Minneapolis-St. Paul area placed #1 in the nation
in Marcus & Millichap’s “2019 Multifamily Investment Forecast.” viii

No other Midwest area even ranks in the top 20. ix

The forecast projects economic factors and demand & supply for multifamily dwellings in 46 major U.S. markets. This top ranking 
means no other large market in the U.S. offers a more favorable forecast for multifamily dwelling investment opportunity than the 
Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area. 

Here are the forecast’s most critical findings: 

• strong job growth in the region

• a decline from 2018 in the construction of new rental units

• continuation of a regionally secular trend of declining vacancy rates with a projected 2.5% rate, one of the lowest in the nation

• a 5.7% increase in rents

All projections point to rising demand, limited supply, and revenue increases for DPRE owners and investors.

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) performed its analysis of housing demand and supply of the 
Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington housing market area (HMA) in 2017. This HMA consists of 14 Minnesota counties and two Wisconsin 
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counties including and surrounding the Twin Cities. The HMA stretches from Mille Lacs south to 
Le Sueur and from Sibley east to St. Croix and Pierce. Here are the study’s most critical findings x:

• The vacancy rate (including single homes and apartments) equaled 4.8%, while the 
suburban submarket (counties other than Hennepin and Ramsey surrounding the Twin 
Cities) rate equaled only 3.2%, down from 7.6% in 2010. The central submarket (Hennepin 
and Ramsey) vacancy rate equaled 5.6%.

• The HMA apartment vacancy rate was even tighter at 2.3%.

• The estimated HMA population is 3.57 million with recent annual growth rates equal to 
0.9%.

• Rents for suburban submarket two- and three-bedroom apartments average $1,019 and 
$1,255, respectively. Central submarket rates were $1,272 and $1,968, respectively.

The HUD study corroborates Marcus & Millichap’s findings for high demand and limited supply of 
apartment housing. Also, the HUD study suggests potential for greater opportunities in counties 
surrounding the Twin Cities away from more densely populated areas. Research published by the 
University of Wisconsin Applied Population Laboratory xi reveals county migration focused on 
counties surrounding the Twin Cities in the 2010 decade:

• Net migrations for the Twin Cities counties of Hennepin and Ramsey were -4% and -6%, 
respectively.

• The five counties with the State’s highest positive migrations were Scott, Sherburne, Wright, 
Chisago, and Carver, all of which lie near or adjacent to Hennepin and Ramsey.

The Millennial Housing Experience

Millennials present a powerful economic force. Born between 1981 and 1996, xii most Millennials 
witnessed the Great Recession as teenagers and young adults. Many of them had a difficult 
time finding first jobs. xiii Many endured personal disruptions when parents lost jobs and homes 
as mortgage default rates rose from 2% in 2006 to 11% when defaults peaked after the official 
recession. xiv Their experience leaves them cautious. Large college loan debts add to their 
tentative approach to mortgage debt. xv Partly because Millennial renting rates have increased in 
recent years, renting in general in the U.S. has reached its highest rate in over 50 years, according 
to Pew Research using 2016 data. Though Pew Research reported nationwide rental rates 
equaled 36.6% of all households, xvi Minneapolis renters outnumbered homeowners. xvii Other 
facts about the Millennial demographic and their housing experience:

• Millennials represent about 21.3% of the Minnesota population. i According to the 
Minnesota Housing Finance Agency using a U.S. Census Bureau report, the 25 – 34 age 
group (a little over half of Millennials) is the largest age group in the State. i

• As people approach age 30 and for the rest of their lives, net migration data indicates they 
move from dense urban areas to suburban areas. xviii Roughly half of Millennials are still 
under 30, so the trend will likely persist.

• Homeownership in Minnesota has declined since 2006, and Millennials are helping drive 
Minnesota’s low vacancy rates. xix Millennials seem to have delayed home purchasing as the 
average age for a first home purchase increased from 27 in 2005 to 31 in 2016. xx
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The Real Estate in DPRE
Types of Real Estate
Any commercial property can serve as a DPRE investment. However, we believe demographic, 
economic, and local trends favor the growth and income potential of:

• Senior Living Communities

• Apartment Buildings

We believe the residential real estate “sweet spot” falls between small fix-and-flip properties 
and large institutional properties. Smaller properties face an economies-of-scale hurdle. 
Their small size can squeeze margins, and equity seeps even during short vacancies. Large 
institutional properties can overcome the economies-of-scale hurdle, but they work better in 
more densely populated urban areas. 

This sub-institutional, mid-size choice affords economies of scale, complements neighboring 
suburban architecture, and serves most residents better than the alternatives. For our suburban 
areas in the upper Midwest, we believe this size presents greater opportunities for better risk-
adjusted returns.

   

DPRE investments are not a “blind pool” fund like a Real Estate 
Investment Trust (REIT), which may invest in everything from mortgage-

backed securities (MBS) to real estate brokerages. We believe the 
proverbial “sweet spot” for DPRE is in Midsize, Sub-Institutional Assets.

Real Estate Locations
Research trends and economic factors (see above) present a strong argument for real estate 
investments located in counties surrounding the Twin Cities. This area might offer the best 
locations for residential real estate investments in the United States. Densely populated areas 
adjacent to this area, notably Hennepin and Ramsey, bring with them higher costs and more 
competition which, in turn, can squeeze margins. We believe seniors and aging Millennials will 
continue relocating to suburban counties, so demand can be best served in these counties.
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DPRE & Investment Facts

• DPRE enables precise allocation to specific properties investors can visit and evaluate themselves. Investors cannot do that with 
conventional real estate exposure through real estate mutual funds or through real estate investment trusts (REITs).

• DPRE is not a REIT. 

o DPRE is modeled after direct asset ownership. REITs are modeled after mutual funds. 
o DPRE investors decide which specific properties serve their interests best. REIT fund managers make all investment 

decisions. 
o DPRE investors own actual real estate. REIT investors own shares in a company. REIT investors DO NOT own any real 

estate. 
o DPRE values are non-correlated with the stock market. REIT share values tend to have a high correlation with stock 

market share values. 
o DPRE investors can share individually in depreciation. REIT investors DO NOT. 

• Because changes in DPRE investment values are not correlated with changes in prices of stocks, bonds, and other asset classes, DPRE 
investments can improve portfolio diversification.

• IRA accounts can hold DPRE investments. 

Investors resolve the return-risk paradox with risk-management methods including:

• Due diligence – Industry jargon for researching prospective investments. The idea behind due diligence lies in rejecting hype like 
advertising and chatter at the office water cooler in favor of data about potential returns, risks, and costs.

• Asset allocation – The solution to the “don’t put all your eggs in one basket” adage. Despite the best due diligence, unexpected 
things happen. Asset allocation protects investment portfolios from insolvencies and protracted slowdowns in the investment 
issuers’ businesses. These circumstances can lead to total losses or recoveries of only cents on the dollar. Broad allocation diminishes 
the impact these losses take from total portfolio performance. Asset allocation can also address investor preferences like:

o the regularity of cash flows from dividends and interest;
o average portfolio risk;
o rejection of certain industries (e.g., tobacco) and favor of certain practices (e.g., socially responsible).

• Diversification - Many people think broad allocation and diversification are the same. They are not. They address two different kinds 
of risk and the methods are different. These differences matter to people

o Allocation mainly addresses the threat imposed by insolvencies and business slowdowns.
o Diversification mainly addresses the threat imposed by price volatility.
o Investors allocate by selecting investments from different geographical regions and industries. The process includes 

selection of securities with different risk levels, cash flows, and expected returns. 
o Investors diversify by selecting investments whose returns don’t always change in the same direction at the same time. 

This is the correlation concept. They expect to meet or exceed the standard over long periods, not necessarily over 
short periods. By accepting this viewpoint, investors can quell short-term portfolio volatility by selecting low- or non-
correlated investments, which move independent of one another.

Allocation and diversification coexist. Their reconciliation spawns the idea of “thoughtful allocation.” In the process of selecting 
investments, thoughtful allocation means investors choose investments from different regions, asset classes, and industries 
which also have low- or non-correlated returns. 

In our opinion, DPRE investments in multifamily real estate properties located in suburban areas surrounding the Twin Cities can serve 
investors’ thoughtful allocation process and objectives. This is especially true for DPRE investment properties in the sub-institutional, mid-
size range because they afford economies of scale, complement neighboring suburban architecture, and serve most residents better 
than the alternatives.  
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DPRE Return & Risk Factors
All investments present potential for return and risk.  While considering DPRE investments for your portfolio, you should apply due 
diligence to evaluate factors bearing on whether DPRE can serve your investment objectives and goals. The next several paragraphs can 
help you organize the most important factors that ultimately bear on DPRE return and risk.

Passive vs. Active Real Estate Investing

The media and especially television programs have popularized active real estate investing. They give fix-and-flip projects – everything 
from demolition to renovation to decorating – a glamorous aura. Their abbreviated and often speculative revenue and income 
projections add the prospect for profit, even though fix-and-flip profits have recently declined in the U.S. xxi Glamorized fix-and-flip 
television programs do not air the disappointments some fixers and flippers endure when their projects result in losses beyond the 
amount of their investment.

Indeed, active real estate investing – from DIY fix-and-flip to commercial and residential ownership with hired managers and laborers 
– can yield profits. The active real estate winners are people with special skills, tools & equipment, and networking that aids efficient 
operations. Moreover, a choice favoring active real estate investment means a choice about how you spend your time and allocate your 
talents.

Most prospective real estate investors can’t justify the time & talent commitment to active investing. The potentially more profitable, 
more defensible alternative is passive investing. Passive investors: 

• don’t need to wear a dust mask or wield a hammer. 

• don’t assume risk beyond the invested amount.

• benefit from the professional skills of full-time real estate professionals including lawyers, accountants, commercial real estate 
lenders and brokers, and contractors. These professionals deliver services through a syndication, an LLC, a limited partnership or 
other legal entity designed for the purpose of investing in commercial real estate. 

• perform due diligence by gathering and analyzing facts related to specific commercial properties and the history of the syndicate 
using verifiable and readily available sources. 

Primary Barriers to Successful Investing: Insolvency, Volatility, Inflation, Taxes

Asset allocation addresses the “don’t put all your eggs in one basket” adage; it works to reduce 
the impact of insolvencies and protracted business slowdowns. Diversification reduces price 

volatility. Inflation diminishes purchasing power regardless of other economic events.

The best measure of potential DPRE insolvency is probably mortgage delinquency for commercial and multifamily properties. 

Syndicates borrow money to fund real estate projects for the same reason homeowners borrow money to buy homes. The important 
thing prospective DPRE investors should know concerns their liability for the mortgage and the liability the syndicate assumes:

• Investors assume no responsibility for the mortgage.

• Syndicates assume all mortgage responsibilities.

This fact should encourage prospective DPRE investors. This fact also reminds prospective DPRE investors of their due diligence 
obligation to investigate the creditworthiness of syndicates.

Except during extraordinary economic shocks and contractions like the Great Recession of the last decade, commercial mortgage 
delinquencies are rare. As a way of putting commercial delinquencies in perspective, the graph titled “10 Years of Mortgage 
Delinquency” compares delinquencies of commercial and single-family residential mortgages from before the peak delinquencies in 
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the aftermath of the Great Recession to October 2018. Without exception, single-family delinquencies far exceeded commercial real 
estate delinquencies during this volatile time. In October 2018, commercial delinquency was 0.70%, an all-time low since the Federal 
Reserve Bank of St. Louis started collecting data in 1991. xxii

The Mortgage Banker’s Association (MBA), another organization that monitors delinquencies, also reports record low commercial real 
estate mortgage delinquencies. xxiii

Another main source of risk is market price volatility. Investors can add stability by thoughtfully allocating investments to non-
correlated or low-correlated assets.  They select assets with capacity to “re-price.”

Low Correlations: During the Great Recession of the last decade, correlations of paper assets including stocks and REITs rose 
dramatically. xxiv Even though the correlation between bonds and stocks is normally near zero, the rush to shed the financial risk of 
paper assets led to an extraordinary increase in the bond-stock correlation. xxv This outcome has a logical explanation: Markets assumed 
panic mode.  Institutions and individuals wanted to limit losses by selling and holding cash in interest-bearing securities like money 
market funds and U.S. Treasury issues. The flight to safety got so frantic, short-maturity U.S. Treasury bills sold for zero before-inflation 
yields. xxvi In other words, investors preferred investments with a negative real (after-inflation) return more than other investments with 
potential for future losses. 

In our opinion, DPRE investments can mitigate portfolio volatility in future 
economic crises better than paper assets because DPRE returns are 

non-correlated with paper asset returns. 

The non-correlated nature of DPRE investment returns and the fundamental difference from paper assets has a common-sense 
explanation: Stock values, for example, change depending on the market’s perception of the future cash flows their issuers produce. In 
the case of bond values, an unusually deep recession can threaten issuers’ ability to repay interest and principal. 

Recessions play into the hand of DPRE investors because consumers typically make sure they pay rent before they spend money on 
most other consumer goods and services. 

Multifamily DPRE investments can also mitigate portfolio volatility because of their powerful re-pricing capacity. The re-pricing idea 
is also seen in bond investing. It works with bonds in two ways. First, bond owners can time the maturity of their bonds to create a 
“bond ladder.” The idea is to arrange sequential bond maturities like rungs on a ladder. This structure protects the bond portfolio from 
excessive price volatility because as bonds mature, the portfolio can purchase new bonds priced according to the current market at the 
time of maturity.
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Re-pricing works in multifamily DPRE as a result of renter turnover. On one hand DPRE 
investors seek low turnover. On the other hand, some turnover is inevitable. Rental 
agreements usually specify a one-year term. Because renters enter their agreements at 
different times, contracts start and mature in a sequential way like bond ladder maturities. 
Each turnover presents the opportunity to reprice the rent according to the current market at 
the time of the new rental agreement. 

Inflation: Inflation might be the greatest threat to investors and everybody else. It’s so 
important, the far-reaching Open Market Committee of the Federal Reserve guides its work 
largely to keep inflation in check. 

Real estate offers well-known inflation protection. Part of the benefit comes from its re-
pricing capacity. With turnover, rents can increase to stay current with inflation. Another 
benefit comes from real estate’s insensitivity to rising interest rates, which correspond with 
inflation. J.P.Morgan’s study titled, “Real Estate: Alternative No More” xxvii illustrated how bond 
yields declined as markets responded to inflation by increasing interest rates. Meanwhile, the 
real estate-equivalent to bond yields, the capitalization rate xxviii, showed no relationship to 
interest rates changes and inflation. The study reveals how, even though rising interest rates 
can put downward pressure on real estate values, inflation-linked income effectively offsets 
the decline.

The value of DPRE as an inflation hedge becomes more apparent by comparing inflation 
with the growth in multifamily real estate. The National Council of Real Estate Investment 
Fiduciaries (NCREIF) maintains indexes on real estate property growth. 

One of the NCREIF indexes is the Apartment Index. The Apartment Index measures changes 
in the value of apartment properties. The graph titled “Inflation vs NCREIF Index: Apartments” 
reveals the extraordinary historical benefit of DPRE ownership. The period reflected in the 
graph is 1984 I (first quarter, 1984) through 2016 II (second quarter, 2016), the range of 
available NCREIF data as of this writing. 
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The average difference during this period between the quarterly inflation rate and the quarterly 
NCREIF Index Apartment growth rate equaled 156 basis points (1.56%). xxix

• The ending inflation index value equals 2.352. In other words, the price of goods and services 
increased by a factor of 2.352; a $1,000 good or service purchased at the beginning of 1984 I 
might have cost $2,352 at the end of 2016 II.

• The ending NCREIF Index value equals 16.930; a $1,000 real estate property purchased at the 
beginning of 1984 I might have been worth $16,930. Adjusted for inflation, the real estate 
property might have been worth $14,578 ($16,930-2,352) at the end of 2016 II.

Both outcomes require certain assumptions which do not apply in all cases. xxx

Taxes
After inflation, taxes probably have the greatest potential to limit growth, income, and wealth 
preservation. We strongly encourage prospective DPRE investors to consult a tax advisor because 
DPRE investments can offer significant tax benefits. Some investors can benefit by holding DPRE 
investments inside a tax-sheltered account like an IRA. Other investors can benefit from DPRE’s special 
cash flow and exchange properties:

• Expenses associated with direct real estate ownership pass through to investors. These expenses 
can offset current tax liabilities created from income and capital gains. The expenses include 
depreciation, mortgage interest, and operating costs. 

o Depreciation applies only to the building and contents, not land.
o Tax law also has a provision for accelerating depreciation, enabling faster 

depreciation for building contents.  

• Occasionally investors can benefit by swapping one DPRE investment with another. The swap is 
called a “1031 exchange,” named after the Internal Revenue Code provided in Section 1031. xxxi If 
the exchange satisfies Section 1031 criteria, investors can sell a real estate position and purchase 
a similar property and defer a tax on a gain from the sale until the last property is sold or until the 
investor dies. xxxii
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Real Estate & Ancillary Benefits
Informed investors who recognize the potential direct real estate investments offer capitalize on an opportunity for growth, income, 
and wealth preservation. In as much as DPRE can deliver these investment benefits, it presents other important benefits:

• According to one source, xxxiii apartments and the people who live in them contribute daily at least $35.1 million to the Minnesota 
economy.

• Apartments serve the residential needs of residents in local communities in Minnesota including seniors who require special 
services. 

• Multifamily construction employs skilled workers in high-paying, local jobs and presents a meaningful source of employment. xxxiv

Now What?
At a time when demographic and economic trends present extraordinary potential, DPRE investments offer a way to passively 
participate in assets with a history of:

• Non-correlation with other asset classes

• Growth, income, and wealth preservation including potential returns that far exceed inflation

• Risk management properties

• Tax benefits

• Meaningful participation in the lives of people in local communities

DPRE presents an opportunity for investors burdened with paper asset portfolios to lighten the load. 

Vincent Real Estate is a fully integrated real estate division of Vincent Companies. 
Vincent Real Estate acquires and developes senior living communities,

multifamily apartment buildings, and commercial properties 
in suburban communities surrounding the Twin Cities. 

For investors considering whether DPRE might serve their goals and objectives, we apply a brief qualifying process. Part of that process 
determines whether investors are accredited. These are the criteria for accredited investors for individuals and couples according to the 
Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC):

• At least $200 thousand in gross income for the past two years, $300 thousand for a couple, and the expectation you’ll earn at this 
level in the current year; or

• Net worth exceeding $1 million for an individual or couple; or

• General partners, executive officers, and directors of issuers of unregistered securities.

The SEC insists on these standards mainly because DPRE investments are not regulated in the same way as paper assets. The SEC 
expects accredited investors have the resources, experience, or knowledge to perform due diligence.

Vincent Real Estate operates directrealestate.com, a portal you can use to discover if DPRE might be a suitable investment for you. After 
confidentially and securely entering basic contact information, a 15-minute confidential phone call can reveal whether DPRE could 
perhaps serve your investment interests.
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